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Vietnam era veteran Buzz Davis provides his views on the media blitz working overtime
to puff out the fog of WAR that is drifting over America. Are the rich 1%ers, Wall Street
bankers and the proponents of the military/industrial/political complex clapping their
hands in glee because fear mongering is working so well?

  

  

STOUGHTON, WI - For 50 years our presidents and generals have been like losing football
coaches who lose year after year but always say, “Just wait ‘til you see us WIN next week –
we’re gonna crush em!”

  

McNamara and LBJ were pros at spinning losses into wins in the media.

  

But on the ground, millions of Vietnamese and soldiers paid a deathly price for their lying and
the public’s gullibility.  (I include myself in the gullible -- fortunately I was not sent to Vietnam in
1969.)

  

A month ago the US presidential primaries were debating inequality because activists, unions,
economists and  -- an unknown old man named Bernie Sanders had pushed America’s massive
income and wealth inequality front and center into the presidential campaigns.
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The 1%ers saw Sanders shoot up in the polls between March and now.  They see he has
smashed the hornets’ nest of inequality.  1%ers and their Wall Street/CEO welfare queens will
get bit hard in the pocket book if Sanders wins.

  

How can they destroy Sanders?  Dirty tricks?  Dark Money floods?  Assassination?  Ah, how
about MORE WAR?  That wouldn’t cost us a dime and we’d actually make a buck.

  

Bam, almost like an orchestra conductor waving the baton, Paris erupts in screams, shots and
terror.  The media goes into “fear” overdrive ahla 9/11.

  

Reality be damned.  Let’s do war!

  

You and I know the real terrorists are our neighbors.  We have seen the enemy and it is us
boozed up at our local bar.

  

We have had over 450,000 deaths in alcohol related vehicle accidents in the USA in the last 35
years and millions of injuries – many horrific and many permanent.  Drunks are the terrorists
Americans should be fighting!

  

But let’s flip back to the political reality of the 1%ers.

  

So the consultant says to the 1%er, “Sir, here is my proposal.  We’ll pull the old war trick.  We
puff up the fear of a bearded terrorist behind every tree who steals young girls and does
beheadings just like our Saudi pals.  We call for worldwide war against terror, Republican
candidates salivate like Pavlov’s dogs looking at red meat, we play Sanders as a wimpy
lefty/socialist, Clinton will put on her aviator jump suit like Bush and struts like a tough guy,
Sanders sinks like a rock, we put Dark Money behind Bush III cause he is the most trustworthy
putty in our hands, the race is Bush III against momma Clinton, we drop the dirty trick bag on
Clinton that Billy will be running the White House and Bush III wins with our Stop The Vote
Drive.
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Result:  We have another nice hot war for our buddies in the military industrial complex.  We
make money.  The peons forget this BS about income inequality.  I figure it will only cost about
$2 billion.

  

What do you think sir?

  

Do it.  Have David cut the checks when you leave.

  

Thank you Mr. Koch!
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